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ABSTRACT

The lack of studies in the literature on internet entrepreneurs in India, an emerging market, inspired this study. The study covered the period of boom of 1998–1999 and the period of bust in 2000–2001 and was conducted from April–August 2003, with a sample of 91 responses. The survey method was used mainly to understand the patterns in the profiles of the Indian internet entrepreneurs, their motivations, business models, strategies, financing patterns and performance. Based on the empirical data, conclusions and implications are drawn. The results are contrary to the common belief that Indian internet entrepreneurs also rushed to start businesses spearheaded by novice college graduates. Although the impact of boom and bust has influenced the rates of business start-ups and closures, the majority of the entrepreneurs were found to be seasoned and experienced professionals whose business models remained stable and strategies flexible with reasonably focused business domains in spite of the recession.


ABSTRACT

The study attempts to evaluate the performance of mutual funds on the basis of rate of return as well as the risk adjusted methods. The performance of the mutual funds are compared with the risk free returns as well as the benchmark index (BSE100) which is taken as a proxy for market returns. The rates of return analysis performed on the sample of equity funds showed that all the mutual funds except one in the sample earned returns in excess of the risk free rate of return offered by 364-day Treasury bill. The comparison of rates of return of the benchmark index and the sample of mutual funds indicates that majority of the equity mutual funds (included in the sample) have outperformed the benchmark. However, when the mean return of the entire sample is considered, it does not show significantly different return from that of the benchmark BSE 100 index. An analysis based on risk-adjusted performance, however, shows a different picture where most of the funds (around 70%) in the sample have posted positive and better Sharpe as well as Treynor’s ratio compared to the benchmark BSE 100 index. The study, thus, although provides some evidence of satisfactory performance in terms of returns generated per unit of risk, yet, a conclusive statement regarding the capabilities of mutual fund managers is still elusive.


ABSTRACT

In today’s world, competitive advantage originates more from ‘knowledge’ rather than from traditional sources of 'labour' and 'capital'. 'Knowledge' has become the leveragingfactor in making
growth more ‘robust’, be it at the micro level, or macro. Knowledge economy, that today’s organizations are a part of, is marked by dramatic changes in society, economy and technology. Markets and workforces are increasingly becoming diverse and global. Business environment, under such an ever changing scenario, requires managers to respond to unpredictable threats and opportunities. To meet such challenges, organizational leaders need to be more flexible - stimulating innovation, creativity and responsiveness. They need to learn to manage continuous adaptation to change - without losing the strategic focus. This paper gives an overview of the challenges faced by the leaders in the cited context and the competencies required by them to meet these challenges.

ABSTRACT
There is some evidence in the west that the lodging stocks are undervalued. This motivates the present study which investigates whether such an under-valuation phenomenon exists in India, too. The study applies the Residual Income model to estimate the expected equity values (EEVs) against which the market equity values are compared to assess the over or under-valuation. The results reveal that the market prices of tourism and hotel stocks are not significantly different from EEVs, while the stocks in the other service sectors are over-valued in comparison to their EEVs. A comparison between the two samples reveals that the tourism and hotel stocks are significantly under-valued in comparison to those of the other service sectors. This may create an opportunity to acquire such stocks at significant discounts.

ABSTRACT
Lack of trust in online transactions has been cited, by past scholars, as the main reason for the abhorrence of online shopping. This paper proposed a model and provided empirical evidence on the impact of the website characteristics on trust in online transactions in the domain of travel portals across customers of varying psychographic and demographic characteristics. In the first phase, a causal model is developed in which the relative importance attached to the different website characteristics factors in online travel portals are identified. In the next phase, we propose a set of models that focus on the customers’ personal variables i.e. demographics and psychographics—that moderates the relationship between the website characteristics and trust. Our empirical model offers insights in the relative importance of the website characteristics contributing to trust in travel portals across customers of varying psychographic and demographic characteristics in India.
On an invitation from Hyundai Motors India Ltd., Dr. Roshan Lal Raina visited Korea during April 26 to May 02, 2009 as part of "Goodwill Trip for Opinion Makers from Various Strata of Indian Society."

**EVENTS DURING THE MONTH**

International Conference on

**Tourism in a Global Village**

Was held at IIM Lucknow from April 8-10. Prof. Devi Singh, Director IIM Lucknow inaugurated the conference, while Prof. Prof. Russell Arthur Smith of Cornell-Nanyang Institute of Hospitality Management, Singapore delivered the keynote address. On the final day, delegates were taken to a conducted tour of Lucknow.

More than 50 papers were presented in the conference on the following themes:

- **Tourism Management Conceptual Issues**
  - Definitional Issues
  - Tourism as an academic field of study
  - Different Approaches to studying Tourism

- **HR Issues in Tourism**
  - Manpower planning,
  - Motivation and leadership
  - Organizational Development

- **Marketing Interventions in Tourism**
  - Strategic Tourism Marketing
  - Tourism/ Destination Branding
  - Tourism Product and Markets
  - Tourist Shopping Behavior

- **Tourism Policy and Planning**
  - Role of the state and institutions
  - National Tourism Policy and Planning
  - Regional Tourism Policy and Planning
  - Local Destination Planning and Policy

- **Financial Issues**
  - Innovative Financial Services
  - Taxation in Tourism
  - Risk Management in Tourism

- **Sustainable Tourism**
  - Ecotourism
  - Sustainability and Mass Tourism
  - Sustainability and small-scale tourism
  - Destination Sustainability

- **Adoption and Use of Information and Communication Technology Interventions in Tourism**
  - Emerging Role of Public Private Partnerships in Tourism
  - Avenues for entrepreneurship on tourism (Service and product related)

- **Innovative practices in Tourism**
The issue is organized as follows:

(A) ARTICLES: Three papers have been published in this section.

• Third Party Logistics Industry in India: Opportunities and Challenges  
  -D.K. Agrawal
• An Assessment of Internal market Orientation in Jammu and Kashmir Bank through Internal Customers’ Perspective  
  -Gurjeet Kaur, R.D. Sharma and Nitasha Seli
• Explaining the Volatility of Aggregate Stock returns in India with Markov-Switching Regime ARCH Model  
  -K.N. Badhani

(B) MANAGEMENT CASE:

CRM Best Practices: A Case Study of a European Bank  
- Kallol Das

(C) BOOK REVIEWS

• Spirituality in Management: Means or End?  
  -Shailendra Singh
• Strategic Human Resource Management  
  -Payal Mehra
• Chindia Rising: How China and India will affect your Business  
  -Subhash Jha

This issue has two new features, which are:

(i) Telescopic Reviews and (ii) List of Working papers by IIML Faculty in 2008.
# Management Development Programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE PROGRAMME</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
<th>PROGRAMME DIRECTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMP for Probationary Officers Indian Railways</td>
<td>April 6 - June 26, 2009</td>
<td>Prof. Samir K. Srivastava and Prof. Sanjay K. Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference on Tourism in Global Village - Contemporary Practices and Innovations</td>
<td>April 8-10, 2009</td>
<td>Prof. Devashish Dasgupta and Prof. Rajesh Aithal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP for Indian Railway Officers</td>
<td>April 14-25, 2009</td>
<td>Prof. Devashish Dasgupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Development Programme for NTPC Executives</td>
<td>April 20-May 9, 2009</td>
<td>Prof. Archana Shukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Market Planning for Profitability and Growth</td>
<td>April 24-28, 2009</td>
<td>Prof. Saji K B Nair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

# Gyanodaya - Latest Arrivals

**Accounting**


- Alt. Title: IMD10256T CA700

Geier, Jim Developing voice over wireless LANs.-- New Delhi: Pearson, 2007 38022

Highsmith, Jim Agile project management: creating innovative products.-- Delhi: Pearson, 2008 39173

Hoda, Mynul Cisco network security troubleshooting handbook.-- New Delhi: Pearson, 2006 38049

Kaza, Ramesh Cisco IP telephony: planning, design, implementation, operation, and optimization / Ramesh Kaza and Salman Asadullah.-- Delhi: Pearson, 2005 38048

Miller, M Lisa MIS cases: decision making with application software.-- 3rd ed-- New Delhi: Pearson, 2008 39176

**Computer & Information Systems (CIS)**


De Laet, Gert Network security fundamentals / Gert De Laet and Gert Schauwers.-- Delhi: Pearson, 2005 38029

---

**Name of the Programme**

**Duration**

**Programme Director**

GMP for Probationary Officers Indian Railways
April 6 - June 26, 2009
Prof. Samir K. Srivastava and Prof. Sanjay K. Singh

Conference on Tourism in Global Village - Contemporary Practices and Innovations
April 8-10, 2009
Prof. Devashish Dasgupta and Prof. Rajesh Aithal

MDP for Indian Railway Officers
April 14-25, 2009
Prof. Devashish Dasgupta

Leadership Development Programme for NTPC Executives
April 20-May 9, 2009
Prof. Archana Shukla

Strategic Market Planning for Profitability and Growth
April 24-28, 2009
Prof. Saji K B Nair
Oppenheimer, Priscilla Top-down network design.--2nd ed-- Delhi: Pearson, 2004 38028

Reddy, Kumar Building MPLS based broadband access VPNs.-- Delhi: Pearson, 2005 38031

Regan, Patrick IT essentials: PC hardware and software labs and study guide.--3rd ed-- New Delhi: Pearson, 2008 39175

Rullan, John WAN technologies CCNA 4 labs and study guide.-- New Delhi: Pearson, 2007 38025


ECONOMICS

Chakravorty, Sanjoy Made in India: the economic geography and political economy of Industrialization / Sanjoy Chakravorty and Somik V Lall.-- New Delhi: OUP, 2007 39162

Link, Albert N Innovation, entrepreneurship, and technological change / Albert N Link and Donald S Siegel.-- Oxford: OUP, 2007 39178

Porritt, Jonathon Capitalism as if the world matters.--Fully Rev Updated ed. -- London: Earthscan, 2007 38590


Saperstein, Jeff Creating regional wealth in the innovation economy: models, perspectives, and best practices / Jeff Saperstein and Daniel Rouach.-- New Jesrey: Prentice Hall , 2002 39181

Trade liberalization and India's informal economy / Barbara Harris-White and Anushree Sinha.-- New Delhi: OUP, 2007 39167

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT


KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT/DECISION MAKING

Oxelheim, Lars Corporate decision-making with macroeconomic uncertainty: performance and risk management / Lars Oxelheim and Clas Wihlborg.-- Oxford: OUP, 2008 39177

LABOUR ECONOMICS

Kenworthy, Lane Jobs with equality.-- Oxford: OUP, 2008 39179

MANAGEMENT (QUANTITATIVE)

Operations research applications / edited by A Ravi Ravindran.-- Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2009 39302

Operations research methodologies / edited by A Ravi Ravindran.-- Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2009 39303

MARKETING

Awad, Elias M Electronic commerce: from vision to fulfillment.--3rd ed- New Delhi: Pearson, 2007 38030
MULTIDISCIPLINARY (GENERAL)

Ali Farhoomand Does IT pay off?: strategies of two banking giants.— Hong Kong: HBS, 2007.
Alt. Title: HKU753 CA817

Alt. Title: 902D19 CA683


Alt. Title: 908M10 CA822

Alt. Title: 08M11 CA823

Alt. Title: 9507001 CA810

Alt. Title: IMD10155T CA698

Alt. Title: IMD10156T CA699

Besley, Timothy Principled agents? the political economy of good government.— Oxford: OUP, 2006 39180

Alt. Title: 9593080 CA666

Alt. Title: IIMA/PROD0242 CA717

Alt. Title: 4030088 CA693

Chopra, Sunil Quality Wireless (A): call center performance.—
Alt. Title: KEL153 CA685


Alt. Title: 9195124 CA814

Alt. Title: 9203026 CA668

Alt. Title: 9201061 CA670

Cole, Marion Introduction to telecommunications: voice, data, and
the Internet.--2nd ed-- Delhi: Pearson, 2002 38023

Damsgaard, Jan Building electronic commerce infrastructure: Hong Kong consumer goods distribution (A) / Jan Damsgaard, Ali F Farhoomand.--1999: University of Hong Kong, 1999. Alt. Title: HKU005 CA722

Damsgaard, Jan Building electronic commerce infrastructure: Hong Kong consumer goods distribution (B) / Jan Damsgaard, Ali F Farhoomand.-- Hong Kong: University of Hong Kong, 1999. Alt. Title: HKU006 CA723

Dash, Kishore McDonald’s in India: Thunderbird School of Global Management., 2005 / Alt. Title: A07050015 CA815


Dixit, M R Union Steel Industries (A) & (B) / M R Dixit and Ajit Kanitkar.--Ahmedabad: IIMA, 1990. Alt. Title: IIMA/BP0217(A) & (B) CA718,A; CA719,B


Ghemawat, Pankaj Tricon restaurant international: globalization re-examined / Pankaj Ghemawat, Tarun Khanna and Rajiv Shukla -- Boston: HBS, 1999. Alt. Title: 9700030 CA812

Godes, David Terumo (A) / David Godes, Masako Egawa, Mayuka Yamazaki.- Boston: HBS Press, 2008. Alt.Title:9508068 CA809


Hamilton, Stewart Mannai Corporation (A) on the brink and (B) back from the brink: teaching note / Stewart Hamilton, J B Kassarjian and Sarah Hutton.-- Switzerland: IMD, 2006. Alt. Title: IMD10237T CA704

Hamilton, Stewart Parmalat Spa: an impressive milking system: teaching note/ Stewart Hamilton and Ivan Moss.- -Switzerland: IMD, Alt. Title: IMD10215T CA705


IIMA Kanpur confectionaries Private Limited: (A) and (B) / Mukund Dixit and Vandana Dixit. -- Ahmedabad: IIMA, 2001. Alt. Title: IIMA/BP0268(A) & (B) CA713-CA714,2

Isenberg, Daniel Tejas Networks India Pte. --Rev-- Boston: HBS, 2007. Alt.Title: 9807058 CA804


Jain, Rekha Bharti Cellular Limited (A) / Rekha Jain and G Raghuram.-- Ahmedabad: IIMA, 2004. Alt. Title: IIMA/PSG0092(A) CA672

Jain, Vivek Kumar enterprises (A) & (B) / Vivek Jain and K Bakakrishnan.--Ahmedabad: IIMA, 1978. Alt. Title: IIMA/BP0108(A) & (B)CA715,A; CA716,B


Langohr, Herwig Interbrew's IPO Teaching note / Herwig Langohr and Francois de Breteuil.-- Fontainebleau: INSEAD, 2003. Alt. Title: 1030398 CA695

Leleux, Benoit Justin Wilson PLC: financing a formula one rising star (A) and (B): Teaching Note.-- Switzerland: IMD, 2004. Alt. Title: IMD10206T CA702


Leleux, Benoit; Genedata: teaching note / Benoit Leleux and Atul Pahwa.-- Switzerland: IMD, 2006. Alt. Title: IMD10240T CA701


Marks, Michael Crocs: revolutionizing an industry's supply chain model for competitive advantage / Michael Marks ...[et al.]-- Stanford: Stanford University, 2007. Alt.Title: GS57 CA675
Alt.Title: 9606015 CA801

Alt. Title: FT65E205005 CA692

Alt.Title: IMD128 CA720

Alt.Title: 9304002 CA677

Alt. Title: IIMA?BP0022 CA711

Alt. Title: 9507025 CA803

Alt. Title: 908M31 CA819

Alt.Title:908M14 CA820

O’Connor, Gina Colarelli The Path to a Spin-off - Nortel Networks to NetActive: one form of corporate entrepreneurship / Gina Colarelli O’Connor, Mark P Rice and William T Maslyn.--Rev ed-- Massachusetts: Babson, 2004 CA800


Alt. Title: CT18E5105036 CA691

Alt. Title: 9197041 CA686

Alt. Title: CT16E5105028 CA689

Alt. Title: 5103024CT15E CA690

Alt. Title: 906D20 CA680

Alt. Title: 9696100 CA674

Alt. Title: 9695002 CA682

Alt. Title: IIMA/ BP0044 CA712

Alt. Title: 9B04D020 CA707
Probert, Jocelyn De Beers: Diamonds are for Asia / Jocelyn Probert and Hellmut Schutte: INSEAD., 1999 / Alt. Title: 5990111 CA664

Ramachandaran, K. Good knight.--rev--Ahmedabad: IIMA, 1998. / Alt. Title: IIMA/BP0232 CA710

Riehl, Frank Free move: creating value through strategic alliances in the mobile telecommunications industry / Frank Riehl and Africa Arino.--Barcelona: IESE Business School, 2004. / Alt. Title: IES117 CA725

Roberto, Michael A. Robert Mondavi and the wine industry.-- Boston: HBS, 2005 / Alt. Title: 9302102 CA811

Rufi, Antoon W. Network security 1 & 2 companion guide.-- New Delhi: Pearson, 2007 38024

Thomke, Stefan Pfizer Inc.: building an innovation center / Stefan Thomke and Ashok Nimgade.-- Boston: HBS Publishing, 2008. / Alt. Title: 9609037 CA824


Upton, David Australian Paper Manufacturers (A) / David Upton and Joshua Margolis.--Rev-- Boston: HBS, 1993. / Alt. Title: 9691041 CA673


Vandenbosch, Mark Logitech: launching a digital pen / Mark Vandenbosch and and Ken Mark.-- Ontario: Ivey, 2003. / Alt. Title: 9B03A002 CA665


Walter, Ingo The steel war: Mittal vs Arcelor: Teaching note / Ingo Walter and Seymour Milstein.-- Fontainebleau: INSEAD,2007. / Alt.Title: 1070308 CA696

Wathieu, Luc yesmail.com.--Rev-- Boston: HBS, 2000. / Alt.Title: 9500092 CA806

Wei, Timothy T C Nancy's Specialty Foods: an information systems implementation/ Timothy T C Wei and Lisa H Smith.--Stanford: Stanford University, 1992. / Alt.Title: CIS6 CA813

Wesley, David T A ALPES S.A.: a joint venture proposal (B) / David T A Wesley, Henry W Lane and Dennis Shaughnessy.-- London:Ivey, 2006. / Alt. Title: 906M28 CA721

West, Jonathan Delamere Vineyard.--Rev-- Boston: HBS, 2000. / Alt. Title: 9698051 CA676


**POLITICAL SCIENCE**


**PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT**


Russell, Roberta S. Operations management: creating value along the supply chain / Roberta S Russell and Bernard W Taylor.—New Jersey: John Wiley, 2009 39301

**SOCIOMETRY**


Ray, Debraj A game-theoretic perspective on coalition formation.—Oxford: OUP, 2007 39164

**STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT**


**TRADE**

International competitiveness and knowledge-based industries in India / edited by Nagesh Kumar and K J Joseph.—New Delhi: OUP, 2007 39165